This paper deals with a predictive model of kinematical performance in 5-axis milling within the context of High Speed Machining. Indeed, 5-axis high speed milling makes it possible to improve quality and productivity thanks to the degrees of freedom brought by the tool axis orientation. The tool axis orientation can be set efficiently in terms of productivity by considering kinematical constraints resulting from the set machine-tool/NC unit. Capacities of each axis as well as some NC unit functions can be expressed as limiting constraints. The proposed model relies on each axis displacement in the joint space of the machine-tool and predicts the most limiting axis for each trajectory segment. Thus, the calculation of the tool feedrate can be performed highlighting zones for which the programmed feedrate is not reached. This constitutes an indicator for trajectory optimization. The efficiency of the model is illustrated through examples. Finally, the model could be used for optimizing process planning.
machine-tool architecture [6] [7] . Therefore, from the CAM stage to actual machining, numerous parameters influence performance in 5-axis machining which may affect machining time as well as surface quality.
Within the framework of 5-axis machining, many methods were developed to optimize the tool axis orientation and the machining directions in order to maximize productivity while ensuring the required quality. Some methods are based on geometrical criteria to carry out this optimization such as maximization of the width of cut [8] [9] [10] or constant scallop height machining [11] [12] . Others methods include in the optimization constraints located downstream in the machining process. For example the integration of phenomena linked to the inverse kinematical transformation during the tool path computation [13] [14] [15] , or some constraints related to the components of the machine tool to maximize the tool feedrate [16] .
In this last approach, the authors only take into account the maximum velocity of the axis motors. Acceleration, jerk and behavior of the NC unit are not considered.
From this analysis, we developed a model for performance prediction of the set "machine tool/NC unit". The objective is the prediction of trajectory portions for which slowdowns may appear in order to optimize the machining strategy. Note that our objective is not to elaborate a complete simulator of the NC unit (generally proposed by NC vendors), but to develop a model which can be easily integrated within a step of process planning optimization. Therefore, the model is simple but will efficiently replace errors based methods for finding the best machining strategy.
The model consists in three main steps (figure 2). In the first one, the calculated tool path (X pr ,Y pr ,Z pr ,i,j,k) is transformed into a trajectory in the joint space P axis1 ,P axis2 ,P axis3 ... by solving the IKT. Once axes are coordinated, the model enables to predict each axis' velocity profile during machining. The model integrates constraints linked to the trajectory geometry, the NC parameters (cycle times, specific functions like "look ahead") and the machine tool
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axis limits (maximum velocities, accelerations and jerks). The originality of this step is the use of the time inverse method (ISO 6983-1) to compare performance of translation and rotation axes. Finally, the tool feedrate is reconstructed considering the machine-tool architecture allowing the prediction of portions for which slow-downs may appear. These results may be considered to elaborate an optimal 5 axis machining strategy [16] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the parameters influencing performance of the trajectory follow-up during machining. Limits associated to these parameters are expressed as kinematical constraints. Section 3 deals with the structure of the predictive model. Kinematical constraints are expressed using the inverse time in order to generate axis velocity profiles. Section 4 is dedicated to the validation of the model through various examples. The paper is ended by some conclusions. The study relies on a five axis milling centre Mikron UCP 710 with an industrial NC Siemens 840D.
LIMITS OF THE FOLLOW-UP DURING MACHINING
During machining, the actual follow-up of the trajectory does not exactly match the programmed one. These differences may come from numerous sources along the process which transforms the CNC file into tool displacements: trajectory adaptation, NC performance, axis limitations, motion control regulation, deformation of the mechanical structure, tool deflection, etc... This paper more particularly focuses on the first stage of the processing: the tool path preparation followed by the interpolation carried out by the NC unit. Due to physical and numerical limits, adaptations of the calculated tool path must be carried out during the followup: decrease of the relative velocity between the tool and the surface in function of each axis performance, tool path rounding according to given tolerance, etc.
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Within the context of multi-axis machining, whatever the architecture of the machinetool, there is no direct correspondence between the workpiece coordinate system and the joint space of the machine tool. Indeed, the tool path is computed in the local frame linked to the part. Then, tool positions and orientations are expressed in the joint space via the IKT in order to command axes. Hence, limits of the follow-up must be analyzed in the joint space.
Orders from CNC file
Information contained into the CNC file is the tool path description in the workpiece coordinate system and corresponding feedrates. Classically, the tool path is defined as a set of tool positions (Xpr,Ypr,Zpr) and tool axis orientations (i,j,k). Corresponding axis configurations (P axis1 ,P axis2 ,P axis3 ...) are calculated using IKT. This calculation may lead to several solutions for axis configurations [17] . Supposing that the interpolation is linear in the joint space between two successive configurations, the trajectory followed by the tool on the surface is a curve (figure 4).
As a result, the re-sampling of the tool path in the workpiece coordinate system is necessary in order to control the deviations arising between the programmed tool path and the actual one. This step is performed in real-time by the NC unit with the constraint of respecting the Tolerance of Interpolation of the Trajectory (TIT).
In addition, axis velocities are computed from axis configurations (also called joint trajectory) taking into account the programmed feedrate. For instance, when programming the tool path in the workpiece coordinate system, the feedrate Vf prog is defined as constant between two cutter location points (Cl 1 , Cl 2 ). If the length of the segment is L 12 , the tool is supposed to move during ΔT 12 from Cl 1 to Cl 2 (eq. (1)).
(1)
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To each cutter location point and tool axis orientation programmed in the workpiece coordinate system corresponds one axis configuration P j (P j axis1 ,P j axis2 ,P j axis3 ...). The velocity V f i of each axis i to cover the segment P 1 i P 2 i is given by eq. (2): (2) where P j i denotes the coordinate of the joint axis i for the configuration j. It should be noticed that if L 12 is null, equation (2) is undefined. Such a case appears when a cutter location is duplicated or when the tool axis change without any movement of the tool tip. In the first case, the duplicated point is detected and removed from the tool path. In the second case, if velocity is not specified in inverse time in the NC file, we suppose that the NC unit moves the joint axes as fast as possible while ensuring their coordination.
Finally, once the commands are expressed in the joint space, capacities of machine tool axes have to be analyzed.
Limits linked to machine tool axis
All trajectory long, each axis is prompted differently. Each axis behavior depends on the geometry of the joint trajectory and its discontinuities.
During linear interpolation, the follow-up of the trajectory is limited by the less powerful axis. Indeed, particularly on serial architectures, axis capacities are different. Therefore, for each elementary segment of the trajectory, the follow-up is limited by the maximum kinematical capacities (velocity, acceleration and jerk) [7] [18]. As the nature of rotation and translation movements is different, axis capacities cannot be compared directly and it becomes difficult to determine the limiting axis. To overcome this difficulty, we propose to express axis kinematical capacities using the inverse time method (see section 3).
Furthermore, discontinuities of the joint trajectory appear on block transitions. Tangency discontinuities are the most critical ones. Passing exactly through these discontinuities with a
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non-null feedrate would require infinite accelerations on each axis which is physically not possible. Rounding tolerances are thus introduced to improve the follow-up, while controlling the geometrical deviation to the trajectory. We develop in this section a model to adapt axis velocity to the rounding tolerance and maximum axis acceleration at tangency discontinuities.
Constraints coming from this model will be included in the next section in our predictive model. Figure 5 illustrates the kinematics of one particular axis i, in terms of position, velocity and acceleration in function of the time when a tangency discontinuity is passed with the maximal acceleration instead of an infinite one. The rounding error of the tool path in the workpiece coordinate system will be the result of the combination of all the machine axes.
The velocities and at the transition are reduced to satisfy at the same time the maximal deviation and the maximal acceleration allowed for each axis. Let be the point of the first linear segment defining the corner beginning, and let be the ending point of the corner belonging to the second linear segment. We make the assumption that the transition begins at Δt i /2 before the discontinuity and ends at Δt i /2 after.
Then, the maximum variation of velocity between and can be defined as:
As the acceleration is assumed to be constant, the duration of this transition is given by:
The deviation between and is defined by:
On the programmed tool path, is supposed to be the end point of a linear segment traveled at a constant speed .By integrating constant velocity, this yields to:
is supposed to be located on the transition tool path traveled at constant acceleration .
By integrating acceleration, this yields to:
Finally, we can define the deviation regarding to the maximum variation of velocity and the imposed constant acceleration :
Depending on the value, will be computed in the predicive model and considered as a constraint.
Limits linked to the NC unit
Between two tool positions, the NC unit needs at least one interpolation cycle time to calculate axis commands [5] . Consequently, the programmed feedrate is lowered by the NC to satisfy this cycle time:
All the considerations previously exposed are supporting the predictive model of the kinematical behavior for the set "machine tool/NC unit".
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PREDICTIVE MODEL OF KINEMATICAL BEHAVIOR
The main objective is to evaluate the actual velocity of each axis during multi-axis machining. The evolution of the velocity throughout trajectory must highlight the location of trajectory portions for which feed-rate will be strongly reduced. The analysis can be used to optimize the step of tool path computation by the CAM software. Moreover, the predictive model allows the reconstruction of the relative velocity tool-surface. It is then possible to evaluate the impact of kinematical performance on productivity as well as on geometric quality of the machined surface.
The formalism used can be considered as an extension of the programming method 
Time inverse method
Let us consider the movement of the axis i from the position to the position . The axis displacement from one position to the other one is:
By assuming that the interpolation is linear in the joint space, the current position of the axis between the two positions is expressed as follows:
where α i is the fraction of the total displacement between and .
Thus, the expression of the current position of the axis in the inverse time form is:
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The velocity of the axis is thus obtained by differentiation of equation (11): (13) This yields to the expression of the velocity of the axis in the inverse time form:
It can be noticed that is equal to the inverse time which is necessary to go from configuration 1 to configuration 2.
Finally, we can express in the same manner acceleration and jerk:
Displacements of the axes are coordinated with respect to the joint trajectory. This coordination is implicit in inverse time since each axis displacement is reduced to a unit displacement. This involves for a joint trajectory segment:
For each displacement, there is a limiting axis with respect to each kinematical characteristic, velocity, acceleration and jerk. According to these limits, we determine the maximum kinematical characteristics to be respected:
Equations (2) and (9) can be reformulated in this way considering that ΔP 
Finally, for a segment trajectory, the velocity is limited by the minimum value of the constraints. This yields to:
Prediction of the velocity profiles
This step consists in determining the evolution of the position, the velocity and the acceleration of each axis in function of the time by integrating constraints previously calculated. For this purpose, the principle is the calculation of kinematical profiles in the inverse time form. These profiles are thus projected onto the trajectory.
At this stage, we must choose some parameters and functions of the NC unit. First, we choose the piloting mode of the axes by constant jerk, i.e., trapezoidal profile of acceleration.
Henceforth, this piloting mode is the most popular for high-speed machines. The jerk can take the next three values:
After a first integration, we obtain the acceleration:
with the following constraints:
A second integration gives the velocity:
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Then, the calculation of sampled trajectory profiles is carried out according to the frequency of the controls of the position loop ( figure 6 ).
The last step of the velocity prediction concerns the integration of the dynamical anticipation, also called "look ahead" which allows anticipating the constraints to be respected during the trajectory follow-up [4] . This function is used to prevent overshoots. For example, if the anticipation is realised on 10 blocks; in order to generate the profile of block N, the geometry of the trajectory until block N+10 is taken into account. Hence, the velocity deceleration is delayed and overshoots are avoided. The use of such a function enables to reach higher velocities (figure 7).
Feedrate Prediction
Actual feedrate of the tool relatively to the surface is rebuilt from each axis velocity. Cutting conditions have to be expressed on the Cutter contact point (Cc point). Equation (23) expresses the tool feedrate in the machining direction. It can be approximated by the velocity on Cl point as Cc and Cl points are close enough and rotational axis velocities are low compared to the translational ones (eq. (24) and (25)).
Thus, combining Cl positions, axes velocities and machining parameters, cutting conditions are evaluated along the tool path.
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4. MODEL VALIDATION
Test on a single tool path
To illustrate our approach, the machining behaviour on a blending radius of 5 mm is studied ( figure 8 ). The programmed machining strategy is parallel to plane with a toroïdal endmill (D=10mm, Rc=1mm). Chordal deviation (machining tolerance) is set to 0.01mm; tool inclination is set to 5° and feedrate to 5 m/min. 5-axis machining is carried out on a Mikron milling centre (CAXYZ structure) equipped with a Siemens Sinumerik 840D NC unit. The programming frame is oriented on the rotate table such as only the YZA axes are used.
First, the IKT is performed. Figure 9 shows calculated axis configurations corresponding to the programmed CL points. Each dot in the picture defines a position, which leads to 27 blocks. Figure 10 compares the predicted velocities to measurements done in real time through the CNC during machining. This is an integrated functionality of the Siemens 840D.
For the first and the last blocks, where tool axis orientation does not change, predicted axis velocities are equal to the measured one. Differences appear when the rotational axis moves.
The CNC treatment seems to change when commuting from two axis interpolation (YZ) to three axis interpolation (YZA). Indeed, on block 2, 3, 25 and 26 (t≈1.5 and 3 sec.), initial and final accelerations are set to zero; slowdowns appear, whereas, between blocks 4 and 24, profile is optimal. This constraint prevents axes to reach higher feedrate. Predicted axis behaviors are locally more dynamical than the actual ones. These treatment modifications by the CNC are quite difficult to predict. To summarize, the reconstruction on the tool feedrate gives a criterion to qualify cutting conditions, and consequently the quality of the machined part
Test on a complex surface
The second test is performed on a complex surface. When critical portions are determined, our objective is afterwards to find the best strategy to machine the surface. This part of the problem is a not discussed in this paper [19] . The selected surface is a hyperbolic paraboloid (one unique Bézier patch) ( figure 12 ). The tool path is calculated using home algorithms based on a surface representation of the trajectories.
The machining strategy used is one-way parallel planes, for which planes are oriented by 45° relatively to the surface so that trajectories correspond to the surface rules. Thus, the trajectory of a point in the workpiece coordinate system is a straight line as the tool axis is oriented with a constant angle of inclination of 5°. The programmed feedrate is 5 m/min.
The IKT is carried out in real-time by the NC unit. The authorized variations by axis are of 0.02mm for the translational axes and 0.05° for the rotational ones. The part set-up within the machine-tool workspace is such that the programming frame corresponds to the machine frame. It is important to notice that for this example, all the axes of the machine are in movement during machining.
We concentrate on a trajectory corresponding to one pass located near the centre of the surface. Simulations using the previously exposed model are illustrated in figure 13 . It can be observed that, due to the velocity limits along the blocks, the programmed feedrate can never be reached. Indeed, the programmed feedrate is greater than the maximum velocity with
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respect to the cycle time of interpolation all pass long. Trajectory segments are thus too short to reach the programmed feedrate (equations (9) and (18)). Moreover, close to the middle of the trajectory, the maximum performances of the C axis are under other axis limits. We can conclude that C is the limiting axis.
Note that the small undulations at the beginning and at the end of the pass are due to dynamic anticipation. If one strongly increases the number of anticipated blocks, the two velocity limits can be reached.
The general shape of the predicted and the measured relative tool-surface velocities corresponds although the model overestimates the velocity on the first portion of the trajectory.
To summarize, the proposed model allows the prediction of the trajectory follow-up. In particular, it highlights the limiting axis through the evaluation of kinematical profiles (position, velocity, and acceleration). Indeed, from those profiles, trajectory portions for which the follow-up is strongly decreased. Therefore, it is possible to modify the trajectory so that the follow-up is improved. In particular, the tool axis orientation can be efficiently calculated by integrating those kinematical constraints. The trajectory optimization can be approached according the two following ways:
-A local modification of the trajectory in order to avoid slow-downs of the federate, which can be sources of marks on the part, -A calculation of an optimal trajectory, integrating limits and constraints linked to the set machine tool/NC, in order to optimize the federate.
The final objective is to improve productivity while controlling geometrical deviations. Through an example, we showed that predicted velocity profiles match the measured ones.
Zones for which velocity decreases are detected by reconstruction of the relative velocity tool-surface. Nevertheless, the complexity and the specificity of industrial NC units in multiaxis machining make difficult a very sharp modeling of the kinematical behavior. However, the model is a good indicator of the actual follow-up. 
